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Abstract
Today’s world is fully dependent on data or information. The major 
source of information is World Wide Web. Users expect maximum 
accurate results from search engines. Majority of the web pages 
contain more unnecessary information than actual contents. As a 
result, users are deviated from their real intention of getting most 
relevant information and they are forced to access unnecessary 
information. The unnecessary information present in web pages 
are termed as templates. Templates are used for building web 
pages and it provides a good look for the pages. But its presence 
leads to poor performance of search engines due to the retrieval 
of non-contents for users. Therefore the performance of search 
engines can be improved by making web pages free of templates. 
It is achieved through the removal of templates from web pages 
and a number of different approaches are available for it. The paper 
focuses on detecting and extracting templates from web pages that 
are heterogeneous in nature by means of an algorithm. A type of 
hierarchical clustering is used to cluster similar web documents 
together based on a measure of similarity. An enhancement of the 
method is also proposed so as to improve performance.
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I. Introduction
The most widely used knowledge provider is World Wide Web 
or www.Web pages in the Websites are constructed in such a way 
that almost 50% of the data contains templates. This percentage is 
still increasing as time goes. Templates are a foundation on which 
actual content is built. From a user point of view, presence of 
templates is very much useful as they provide uniformity in look 
and feel of web pages. At the same time, presences of templates 
in very large amount in web pages compromise the performance 
of search engines. Also users are distracted from actual contents 
and are forced to access unimportant information from web sites. 
Hence it is required that the templates should be removed from 
web pages so that search engines can give good performance in 
terms of providing the most relevant information in response to 
user queries.  
Many of the existing systems were based on the assumption that 
all the web pages under consideration are built using the same 
type of template. Such an assumption is not valid in most cases as 
web pages are built using different types of template structures. 
Hence this paper is based on the assumption that web pages under 
consideration are of different types. The structure of templates is 
different in those pages. 
A concept called clustering is proposed in this paper, in which 
documents belonging to same template structure are grouped in one 
cluster. A new algorithm is proposed for the purpose of clustering. 
A type of hashing may be performed prior to clustering so that 
performance in terms of execution time can be improved.

II. Related Work
There are different methods available for template detection 
and extraction. Many of the previous methods [1, 3-4, 9, 17] 
were based on the assumption that all the web pages belong to 

a common template structure. The use of factors like Tree-edit 
distance [3, 6] is very much expensive. Many existing approaches 
[1, 7, 9] use frequency of words as similarity measure. Template 
detection may be based on a threshold value [5] for the frequency 
of text in documents. Some of the previous approaches require 
large human intervention for collecting training examples [11] 
in order to distinguish between actual content and templates. A 
page-level [13] type of template detection detects templates on a 
page by page basis. The latest approach uses both frequency as 
well as a principle called MDL (Minimum Description Length) 
as decisive factors for detecting templates. MDLval is calculated 
which indicates the lowest number of bits required to represent 
a cluster. The cluster with the least MDLval is selected as the 
best cluster. The approach proposes an algorithm called Extract 
Template for clustering.

III. Representation of Web Pages
Web pages are usually represented as HTML documents. HTML 
documents can be represented  in the form of DOM trees. Clustering 
requires some similarity measures for grouping. Existing systems 
use Tree-edit distance as a similarity measure but it is expensive 
because of its time complexity which is very much high. Hence 
the current system represents documents and templates with the 
help of paths of a DOM tree. This reduces the difficulty of finding 
the similarity of documents under consideration. The algorithms 
proposed in this paper represent web documents in the form of 
matrices.
As an example consider 2 web documents represented using 
HTML tags shown if fig. 1 and their corresponding paths and 
pathno values are shown in Table 1. Pathno of a path represents 
the number of documents in which the path occurs.

    <html>
    <body>
    <h1>IT</h1>
    <br>
   </body>
   </html>

<html>
<body>
<h1>Park </h1>
<br>
Gate
</body>
</html>

Table 1: Paths and Pathno Values
ID Path Pathno
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

Document\<html>
Document\<html>\<body>
Document\<html>\<body>\<h1>
Document\<html>\<body>\<br>
Document\<html>\<body>\Gate
Document\<html>\<body>\<h1>\IT
Document\<html>\<body>\<h1>Park

2
2
2
2
1
1
1

 IV. Identifying Non-Content Paths 
The web documents are given a threshold value known as least 
pathno threshold value. It is calculated as the mode of pathno 
values of paths in each document. A path is said to be a non-content 
path of a document , if the path is present in that document and it 
has the least pathno threshold value specified for the document.        
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The documents are given a threshold value known as minimum 
support threshold value. It is calculated as the mode of support 
values of paths in each document. A path is said to be an essential 
path of a document di, if the path is contained in that document 
and it has the minimum support threshold The non-content path 
set of a document doci is represented as NC(doci). A |PDOC| 
*|DOC| matrix MtNC with values 0/1 are used to represent web 
documents where PDOC is the path set and DOC is the document 
set. A value of 1 at the ith row and jth column  indicates that the 
path,  pathi is a non-content  path of document docj. A value of 0 
indicates that the path is a content  path.

V. Principle Used for Clustering
To find the best cluster, a principle is proposed in this paper termed 
as Minimum Description Length(MDL) principle. According to 
MDL principle the cluster with lowest number of bits used to 
represent it is identified as the best cluster. It is termed as MDLval 
of the cluster .

VI. Clustering Representation
A type of hierarchical clustering known as agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering is used in order to cluster similar documents 
together in various clusters or groups. The method repeatedly 
merges documents in clusters until one single cluster is formed. 
A cluster cli is represented as a pair(TEMPi, DOCi) where 
TEMPi is the template path set of the cluster and DOCi is the 
member document set of the cluster. A whole clustering model is 
represented as 2 matrices MtTEMP and MtDOC with dimensions 
|PDOC|*|DOC| and |DOC|*|DOC| respectively. MtTEMP indicates 
template paths in the cluster formed and MtDOC indicates member 
documents present in the cluster. A value of 1 at the  ith row and 
jth column of MtTEMP  indicates that path, pathi is a template 
path of cluster clj. Similarly a value of 1 at the ith row and jth 
column of MtDOC indicates that document docj is a member  of 
cluster cli.

VII. MDLVAL Calculation
For a cluster model CL, the MDL value indicated as MDLval 
is represented as MDv(CL). It is calculated as the sum of MDL 
values of MtTEMP  and MtDOC .  The MDL values of MtTEMP 
and MtDOC are calculated as:
H(X)=∑-P(x)log2P(x)             (1) 
xϵ{0,1,-1}  
MDv(Mt)=|Mt|.H(X)                                       (2)  
where H(X) is the entropy of a random variable X in the matrix, 
P(x) is the probability of 1’s , -1’s and 0’s  in the matrix. MDLval 
of a clustering model CL is calculated as:
MDv(CL)=MDv(MtTEMP)+MDv(MtDOC)  (3) 
where MDv(MtTEMP) is the MDLval of matrix MtTEMP  and 
MDv(MtDOC) is the MDLval of matrix MtDOC.
MDL principle states that if 2 clustering models CL1 and CL2 are 
considered, the cluster with the lowest MDL value is taken as the 
best cluster. CL1 is taken as the best cluster when compared to 
CL2 if and only if MDv(CL1) is less than MDv(CL2).

VIII. Clustering Algorithm
An algorithm known as Extract Template is proposed in this 
paper which takes a set of documents as input and produces a set 
of clusters as output. The decisive factor used for clustering is 
MDLval. The Extract Template algorithm is shown below.
Algorithm Extract Template (DOC)
    begin

1. CL:={cl1,cl2,….cln}with cli=(NC(doci),{doci});
2. (cli,clj,clk):=FindBestCluster(CL);
3. While(cli,clj,clk) is not null do {
4. CL:=CL-{cli,clj}U{clk};
5. (cli,clj,clk):=FindBestCluster(CL);}
6. return CL
End
procedure FindBestCluster(CL)
begin
1. MDLvallowest:=∞;
2. For each pair(cli,clj) of clusters in CL do {
3. (MDLval,clk):= CalcMDLval(cli,clj,CL);
4. If MDLval<MDLvallowest then {
5. MDLvallowest:= MDLval;
6. (cli

B,clj
B,clk

B):=(cli,clj,clk);
7. }}
8. return(cli

B,clj
B,clk

B);
End

     procedure CalcMDLval(cli,clj,CL)

begin
1. DOCk:=DOCi U DOCj;
2.TEMPk:={pathx|ndoc(pathx,DOCk)>=|DOCk|+1/2, pathx 
NCk};
3. clk:=(TEMPk,DOCk);
4. CL’:=CL-{cli,clj}U{clk};
5. MDL:= MDL value of CL’ ;
6. return(MDL,clk);
End

where CL indicates the whole clustering model, cl1,cl2,…indicates 
individual clusters, NC(doci) represents non-content path of doci, 
clk indicates newly formed clusters, MDLvallowest represents the 
lowest MDL value, TEMPk represents template paths and ndoc 
(pathx, DOCk) indicates number of documents in which  pathx is 
a non-content path.
The algorithm is an agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithm in which clusters are formed by grouping documents 
with similar structures. A set of documents are given as input to 
the algorithm. Initially each document is considered as separate 
clusters. When 2 clusters are clustered, there will be a change in 
MDLval. If MDLval is reduced as a result of merging 2 clusters, 
that cluster can be chosen as a best cluster. Such a best cluster is 
found out by the procedure FindBestCluster. MDLval is calculated 
by a procedure CalcMDLval (cli, clj, CL) where cli and clj are the 
clusters to be merged and CL is the current clustering present. 
ndoc(pathx, DOCk) indicates the number of documents in which 
path, pathx is a non-content path.

IX. Block Diagram
A diagrammatic representation of the whole process is shown in fig. 
2. The input documents are read and path sets are determined. 
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Fig. 2: Block Diagram

Pathno of the paths are also found out. 
Paths are then classified as non-content paths and content paths. 
Hierarchical clustering is performed using the proposed Extract 
Template algorithm. An enhancement approach that makes use 
of Locality sensitive hashing is also proposed.

X. Implementation
The implementation is making use of the front end Java(JDK1.6) 
and back end Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
A brief description of the modules involved in implementation 
is discussed below.

A. Reading HTML Documents and Extracting Paths
The first module deals with reading some HTML documents 
as input and thereafter extracting paths from them. The input 
documents are stored in a file. Each document is taken and paths 
are extracted using HTML parser. A parser known as Document 
Parser reads input HTML stream and invokes methods of Parser 
Callback class. This is the default parser used by HTML Editor 
Kit used for parsing. Methods like handleText(), handleStartTag(), 
handleEndTag() are used for extraction. The extracted paths are 
written to a file at the end.  The number of documents in which 
a particular path occurs which is known as pathno of the path is 
also calculated in this module.

B. Creating Non-Content Path Matrix
The second module deals with creating non-content path matrix. 
A path is termed as an non-content path of a document, if it is part 
of that document and its pathno value is greater than a least pathno 
value. The non-content paths of the documents are represented in a 
matrix known as non-content path matrix. The rows of the matrix 
indicate paths and columns represent documents. The value at ith 
row and jth column in the matrix is 1 if a path, pathi is a non-content 
path of document docj  and otherwise the value is 0.

C. Clustering using Extract Template algorithm
The third module deals with clustering the input documents using 
the algorithm ExtractTemplate. A type of clustering known as 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used which is a bottom-up 
type of clustering. Initially each input document is considered as 
separate clusters and similar clusters are merged repeatedly until 

a single final cluster is formed that contains all the documents. 
Similarity between documents is determined based on a principle 
known as MDL principle. According to the principle, a cluster is 
treated as the best cluster if the cluster can be represented with 
the lowest number of bits which is termed as MDLval.

D. Enhancement Using Locality Sensitive Hashing
The fourth module deals with an enhancement of the current 
approach in which a method known as Locality sensitive hashing is 
used. It is a method in which similar items are mapped to the same 
buckets with high probability. The process of clustering requires 
some method to find the items that are similar in structure. The 
proposed hashing method can be used to determine the similarity 
of items that are to be clustered. Clustering can then be done based 
on the similarity determined between those items.

E. Performance Comparison
The fifth module deals with comparing performances of the actual 
method of template extraction which is Extract Template method 
with the locality sensitive hashing method. As number of input 
documents increase, determining paths and calculating MDL value 
will be an overhead. Hence Locality sensitive hashing is expected 
to give good performance.

XI. Conclusion
An efficient and new method for template detection  and extraction 
is proposed in the paper. A clustering algorithm  is also proposed for 
the above mentioned purpose. As a result of removal of templates 
from templatized web pages, search engines can be saved from the 
effect of templates. The performance of the proposed method can 
be enhanced by including a concept known as Locality sensitive 
hashing which will find the similarity between the input web 
documents. The concept is expected to give very good performance 
in terms of  execution time taken for clustering when compared 
to the proposed method in the paper.
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